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ABSTRACT 
VALIDATION OF PWR-FUEL CODE FOR STATIC PARAMETERS IN THE LWR CORE 
BENCHMARK. The PWR-FUEL code is a multi dimensional, multi group diffusion code with nodal 
and finite difference methods. The code will be used to calculate the fuel management of PWR reactor 
core. The result depends on the accuracy of the codes in producing the core effective multiplication factor 
and power density distribution. The objective of this research is to validate the PWR-FUEL code for those 
cases. The validation are carried out by benchmarking cores of IAEA-2D, KOERBERG-2D and BIBLIS-
2D. The all three cases have different characteristics, thus it will result in a good accuracy benchmarking. 
The calculation results of effective multiplication factor have a maximum difference of 0.014 %, which is 
greater than the reference values. For the power peaking factor, the maximum deviation is 1.75 % as 
compared to the reference values. Those results show that the accuracy of PWR-FUEL in calculating the 
static parameter of PWR reactor benchmarks are very satisfactory. 
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ABSTRAK  
VALIDASI PROGRAM PWR-FUEL UNTUK PARAMETER STATIK PADA TERAS BENCHMARK 
LWR. Program PWR-FUEL adalah program difusi multi-dimensi, multi-kelompok dengan metode nodal 
dan metode beda hingga. Program ini akan digunakan untuk menghitung manajemen bahan bakar teras 
reaktor PWR. Akurasi manajemen bahan bakar teras PWR tergantung pada akurasi program dalam 
memprediksi faktor multiplikasi efektif teras dan distribusi rapat daya. Untuk itu dilakukan validasi 
program PWR-FUEL sebagai tujuan dalam penelitian ini.  Validasi PWR-FUEL dilakukan menggunakan 
teras benchmark IAEA-2D, KOERBERG-2D dan BIBLIS-2D. Ketiga kasus ini mempunyai karaktristik 
yang berbeda sehingga akan memberikan hasil benchmark yang akurat. Hasil perhitungan faktor 
multiplikasi efektif terdapat perbedaan maksimum adalah 0,014 % lebih besar dari referensi. Sedangkan 
untuk perhitungan faktor puncak daya, terdapat perbedaan maksimum 1,75 % dibanding harga referensi. 
Hasil perhitungan menunjukkan bahwa akurasi paket program PWR-FUEL dalam menghitung parameter 
statik benchmark reaktor PWR menunjukkan hasil yang sangat memuaskan. 
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In the five year plan 2014 -2019, BATAN has research and development program on reactor 
safety and technology. It is expected that Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) can synergize and form a 
mutualistic symbiosis between fossil and non-fossil energy. Therefore, it can contribute to the 
fulfillment of national energy demands in order to support the sustainability. To support the nuclear 
R&D program, especially the first nuclear power plant in Indonesia, BATAN as a nuclear R&D 
institution has undertaken several plans and sustainable stages. One of them is the evaluation and 
analysis of reactor core of nuclear power plant. Some analysis on PWR core have been done, either 
for static parameter [1–4] and dynamic parameter [5–7]. In addition, research on transient analysis 
on PWR core has been conducted [8, 9].  For the next research activities, the study will be focused 
on the in-core fuel management of PWR.  
The fuel management issues in the reactor core are so complex, therefore it needs to be done 
in some calculation steps using appropriate method. The selection of an analytical model for reactor 
fuel management is more difficult than that of a research reactor because the number of variable 
calculations on the reactor core is overwhelming. In-core fuel management covers activities of core 
configuration building, burn up determination, operation cycle duration and fuel loading pattern in 
order to fulfill the nuclear safety by providing enough shut down margin  and economical operation 
in a long duration of operation cycle. There are several methods which have been developed 
globally for those purposes [10–13].  
In this study, PWR-FUEL code [14] will be used for the calculation of the in-core fuel 
management. The PWR-FUEL is based on multi-group nodal diffusion (NODAL) and finite 
difference diffusion method (FDM). The Nodal method is required because one fuel device is 
relatively very large in size. Since all fuel elements in the core have the same size, thus all nodes 
have the same size geometry. Calculation of reactor core parameters on PWR with nodal method 
gave excellent results [15, 16] thus this in-core fuel management used nodal method. The PWR-
FUEL code has been verified by generic PWR core of 1000 MWe [17]. The objective of this work 
is to find that the main feature of the code has a very good function for core management 
calculations of PWR. In this research work, the verification is focused on the accuration of PWR-
FUEL code for effective multiplication factor (keff) and power density distribution, since the 
accuracy of fuel management calculation exactly denpends on those accuracy of those parameters.  
Core benchmark is selected based on the considerations of variation of 2-dimension 
geometry (2D) and it is close to the real PWR core condition. For this purpose, the selected 
benchmark cores are IAEA-2D, BIBLIS-2D and KOEBERG-2D cores [18]. Those core 
benchmarks have been widely used for validity test of core neutronic parameter methods [19–21]. 
The validity result will determine the accuracy of PWR-FUEL codes in calculating the in-core fuel 
managements of the PWR reactor. 
DESCRIPTION OF PWR BENCHMARK CASES 
As obviously mentioned above that there are three cases of core benchmark namely IAEA-
2D,  KOEBERG-2D and BIBLIS-2D cores. Case of IAEA-2D is for a light water reactor, LWR 
core contains 2 zone of core from 177 fuel assemblies with 20 cm thick of water reflector and 
vacuum as the outer boundary conditions. This case results in a strong perturbation due to a high 
gradient thermal flux of the absorber rods at the core-reflector interface. This case is widely used to 
validate the accuracy of codes to solve the diffusion equation of two group of neutron energy. The 
core configuration of IAEA-2D is illustrated in Fig. 1 and the associated cross section data is 
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3 2 22 3 122
2 2 22 2 122
2 2 22 2 112
2 2 22 2 412
3 2 22 3 411
2 2 22 1 441
2 2 11 1 44







Fig. 1.  IAEA-2D core configuration[18]. 
 
Table 1.  Cross section data for IAEA-2D [18]. 




































































Case of 2D-KOEBERG is to obtain the capability of the code for multigroup of energy, a 
benchmark of 4 group neutron energy with real cross sections including up and down scattering. 
Specifically, initial core of  PWR KOEBERG Unit-1 was taken as the model. The model consists 
of 157 fuel assemblies which are homogenized in 3 different enrichments and 3 different burnable 
absorber loading. Each assembly has 21.608 cm of width. The core is surrounded by 21.608 cm 
homogenized reflector from 2.8575 baffles and 18.7505 cm of borated water, and vacuum as the 
outer boundary condition. Core configuration and cross section data are presented in Fig. 2 and 
Table 2.  
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1 3 31 1 412
3 1 13 2 461
1 3 21 1 743
3 1 12 3 745
1 2 31 1 77
7
2 1 53 4 77
1 6 44 7 7






Fig. 2.  KOEBERG core configuration[18]. 
 
Table 2.  Four energy group cross section data for KOEBERG case[18]. 
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Case of 2D-BIBLIS contains a realistic problem and a very high of nonseparable 2-group of 
energy that represents the actual PWR with checker-board-loaded core. Fuel assembly is 
homogenized by width of 23.1226 cm and 7 different material compositions of cores and 
surrounded by 23.1226 cm of homogenized reflector from baffle and water, with vacuum as outer 
boundary condition. The core configuration and cross section data are presented in Fig. 3 and Table 
3.  
 
1 8 62 1 417
8 1 28 8 411
2 8 81 2 417
6 2 28 8 481
1 8 82 2 345
7 1 17 5 344
1 1 81 4 334
4 4 44 3 33







Fig. 3.     BIBLIS core configuration[18]. 
 
Tabel  3. Cross section data for BIBLIS core[18]. 
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The PWR-FUEL code required group of constant data of diffussion coefficient D, absorption 
cross section Ʃa and production cross section νƩf.. These groups of constant data are already 
available for each case of benchmark. 
Core calculations were then done to obtain the effective multiplication factor keff and radial 
power peaking factor RPPF. The keff was used to determine the core reactivity, while RPPF was 
used to know the radially distribution of the heat generation in the core. 
In nodal calculations, node of 1×1 in each fuel assembly was used. As for finite different 
methods, mesh of less than 2 cm was used for all cases. Those results were then compared to the 
reference values.  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Code validation by several core configurations and calculation models is very important to 
ensure that the code is properly suitable for PWR core. Criticallity calculations of core benchmark 
by PWR-FUEL code and reference values [18] are presented in Table 4. It is found that the 
deviation to the reference is maximum at the KOEBERG core which is 0.014 %. Meanwhile, the 
deviations are below that value for others cores. It clearly shows that the PWR-FUEL code is very 
accurate to calculate effective multiplication factor. 
Table 4. Benchmark resultsof PWR-FUEL Code. 
Benchmark 
Case 
Effective multiplication factor (keff) 
Reference   NODAL Method FDM Method 













The local power density in the hot channel of fuel assemblies shall be accurately calculated 
to convince that this value is still below the melting point. Power peaking factor is defined as the 
maximum local power density devided by average power density in the core. Calculations of radial 
power peaking factor (RPPF) for core IAEA-2D are presented in Fig. 4. The maximum difference 
of RPPF is about 0.012 or 0.91 % which has a good agreement with the reference values.   
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Fig. 4.  RPPF comparison of PWR-FUEL calculationto IAEA-2D reference core. 
Group neutron flux and power distribution calculation results by PWR-FUEL with nodal and 
finite difference methods are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. The both methodes clearly show that 
there is no significant different results. Additionally, for IAEA-2D case, there is a great netron flux 
pertubation due to neutron absorption in the control rod region.   
It can be said that PWR-FUEL code has a very good accuracy with the IAEA-2D model, 
because it has a maximum deviation to the reference values of effective multiplication factor of 
0.001% and RPPF of 0.91 %. 
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Fig. 6. Power density distribution at X = 60 cm for the IAEA-2D. 
Results of radial power peaking factor calculations by PWR-FUEL on KOEBERG-2D core 



















































































































































Fig. 7.  RPPF comparison of PWR-FUEL results to KOEBERG reference core. 
Calculation results of group neutron flux and radial power peaking factors of KOEBERG 
core by PWR-FUEL code with nodal and finite difference methods are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 
9. It shows again that there is no significant differences between those two methods.  
Case of KOEBERG has 4 groups of neutron energy which means better than that of case of 
IAEA 2 group. Core benchmark KOEBERG represents core of PWR Koeberg Unit-1 at beginning 
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0.014 %  for effective multiplication factor and of 1.52 % for RPPF to the reference values, the 
PWR-FUEL code shows a good performance for 4 group of neutron energy cases. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Group neutron flux distribution at X = 0 cm for the KOEBERG. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Power density distribution at X = 60 cm for the KOEBERG. 
Distribution of power peaking factor RPPF of BIBLIS core from PWR-FUEL calculation 
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Fig. 10. RPPF comparison of PWR-FUEL results to BIBLIS core. 
Calculation results of group neutron flux and  power density distribution by nodal and finite 
difference are presented in Fig. 11 and 12. There is small differences of power distribution by these 
two methods. The BIBLIS-2D core has 7 sort of homogenized fuel assemblies (FA) that has 
different composition of material and with a dimension of 23.1226 cm × 23.1226 cm. The 
assemblies are surrounded by water reflector (Zona 3) with similar dimension. By RPPF deviation 
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Fig. 12. Power density distribution at X = 60 cm for the BIBLIS core. 
CONCLUSION 
Benchmark calculation of PWR-FUEL Code for cases of IAEA-2D, KOEBERG-2D and  
BIBLIS-2D cores for parameter of criticality and power peaking factor give very satisfied results. It 
is shown by maximum deviation of 0.014% for criticallity of those three cores. While for power 
peaking factor benchmarking, the maximum difference is about 1.75 %.  The PWR-FUEL has 
shown a very good accuracy for calculating the criticallity or effective multiplication coefficient 
and power peaking factor. It has been proved by benchmark calculation for three different cores 
that have diferent configurations and number of neutron energy group. The PWR-FUEL code gives 
the same accuracy either by nodal or finite difference methods. Hence, the PWR-FUEL code is 
ready to be used for the in-core fuel management of  real PWR. 
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